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Abstract
This paper proposes a new architecture for the �ight control system of dual-system vertical takeoff and
landing (VTOL) unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). Having two separate systems for vertical and
horizontal thrust in addition to the conventional control surfaces makes it the simplest VTOL UAV
con�guration, however, less employment of its controls redundancy is a drawback and a waste of its
inherent capabilities. The main contribution of the designed control system is to employ the control's
redundancy to enhance the airplane's maneuverability and to achieve fault-tolerance via the control
allocation technique, thus bene�ting from the vertical rotors during all the �ight phases rather than
having them as dead weights during the majority of the �ight. The designed control system performs full
�ight missions including VTOL, transitions, cruise, and loiter in fault and fault-free cases with allowable
commands for all the healthy controls according to their effectiveness, following the desired trajectory
while minimizing the energy consumption and aerodynamic drag as well. A severe fault scenario is
presented that includes sudden jamming of all the control surfaces where the control system
successfully completed the intended mission as in the fault-free case. The proposed control system
proved to enhance the maneuverability by achieving a 38% reduction in the coordinated steady-level turn
radius at a given �ight speed compared to the minimum turn radius achieved using the control surfaces
only. The results reveal the dual-system con�guration's safety and reliability features, recommending it as
a �rst choice in VTOL UAVs applications.

1 Introduction
Over the last few decades, there has been a growing interest in Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and their
use in civil and military applications from reconnaissance and surveillance to hobby and recreational
uses. Quite recently, considerable attention has been paid to vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) UAVs as
they gather the abilities of the e�cient cruise of Fixed-wing UAVs and the hover and VTOL abilities of
Rotary-wing UAVs together, enabling VTOL UAVs to perform more sophisticated missions with higher
maneuverability and range of operation [1]. The design of �ight control systems for different
con�gurations of VTOL UAVs is currently an active area of research with still open challenges [2].

In this study, we introduce a new �ight-control system for the dual-system con�guration shown in Fig. 1,
also called hybrid VTOL UAVs, which is a �xed-wing airframe having its conventional control surfaces
and horizontal thrust propeller with additional �xed rotors oriented vertically to perform takeoff and
landing with no tilting mechanisms needed for the vertical-thrust rotors or the wing. This con�guration is
considered the simplest VTOL UAV con�guration compared to other ones such as tilt-wing, tilt-rotor, and
tail-sitter con�gurations. Tilt-rotor and tilt-wing con�gurations require incorporating tilting mechanisms to
orient the thrusters, or the wing carrying the thrusters, to perform the VTOL and cruise like �xed-wing
airplanes in between. On the other side, the tail-sitter con�guration has no tilting mechanisms but requires
performing complicated transitions between the hover and cruise phases and requires enhanced
empennage structure to support the vehicle on ground and at touch down in addition to the obscure
nature of the VTOL phases at which the airplane is very vulnerable to gusts and disturbances [1].
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Although the hybrid VTOL UAVs are simpler and more reliable than the other con�gurations, the
redundancy of the controls and the dominating control technique of having the vertical rotors active
during VTOL and transition phases only to alleviate the redundancy problem during the cruise phase
makes the vertical-thrust rotors dead weights on the airplane during the majority of �ight which reduced
the researchers’ interest in this con�guration compared to other more sophisticated ones.

Generally, the control system design of such airplane con�guration is based on having a controller for the
cruise phase employing the control surfaces only, another controller for the VTOL and hover employing
the vertical rotors only, and the transition between hover and cruise being done by running the two
controllers separately and mixing the commands of those two controllers based on the current velocity of
the airplane [3–6]. However, to the authors´ best knowledge, little research can be found in the literature
that addresses the issue of the redundancy or over-actuation of the dual-system VTOL UAVs to enhance
the abilities of such airplanes. Recently, this problem has been targeted by Porchazka et al [7–9] where
employing the pair of forward and backward rotors of the vehicle was used with the elevator to control
the longitudinal dynamics of the airplane only performing a pitching maneuver at certain �ight speed
with testing the fault-tolerance against elevators’ faults. However, the control system presented in [7–9]
did not present a complete architecture that can perform complete mission from takeoff to landing with
the redundancy employed and did not include the lateral dynamics in the study.

The novelties of our study are summarized as follows

Presenting the control loops for the hybrid VTOL UAV that perform complete mission from takeoff to
landing with continuous employment of all the airplane's controls.

The �ight control system can achieve altitude hold during the forward and back transitions in addition to
the altitude and velocity hold during the cruise and loiter.

Acheiveing e�cient continous employment of the secondary controls, vertical rotors, through all the
�ight phases by incorporating the control allocation module [10] where all the airplane’s available
healthy controls are simultaneously active to perform full missions from takeoff to landing.

The proposed control allocator, exploiting online optimization, achieves the desired accelerations
maximally with allowable commands i.e., between their upper and lower limits, and minimizes the
commands' magnitudes which results in less power consumption by the rotors and less induced drag due
to the control surfaces de�ections and hence reducing thrust required.

Employing the redundancy of dual-system VTOL UAVs to achieve fault-tolerance under fault
scenarios not targeted in the literature so far including full loss of effectiveness of all the control
surfaces with jamming of the elevator at an arbitrary non-zero position,, where the �ight control
system employed the vertical rotors to trim the airplane and perform the required maneuvers
completing the mission smoothly as in the fault-free case.
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Employing the redundancy of dual-system VTOL UAVs to enhance their maneuverability which was
expressed by reducing the minimum turn radius of steady level turns when using the rotors along
with the control surfaces.

The main motivation behind this research is to reveal the safety and agility levels that can be achieved by
reworking the �ight control system design of the dual-system VTOL UAV and employing its over-actuation
property. In addition to having the simplest design among the VTOL UAVs’ con�gurations, the dual-
system VTOL UAV can outperform other con�gurations regarding maneuverability and safety which is a
growing concern mounting with the increasing interest in VTOL UAVs and their potential applications
related to human and air-space safety like the air taxi projects for instance, which could bring this VTOL
con�guration to the researchers’ scope and increase its applications.

This paper is organized as follows, section 2 describes the dynamic model and airplane data used in the
simulations, section 3 is devoted to the �ight control system design, and section 4 illustrates the
simulation results. Section 5 concludes with a summary.

2 Dynamic System Modelling
The dual-system VTOL UAV can be modelled as a multi-rotor airframe mounted on a �xed-wing airframe
to add the hover and VTOL capabilities to a normal �xed-wing airplane. Assuming rigidity of the airplane,
the equations of motion for small air vehicles presented in [11] can be used to model the airplane’s
motion in the 3-dimensional space. The motion van be fully described by 12 states, 3 angular velocity
components and 3 linear velocity components in the body axis, 3 Euler angles de�ning the orientation of
the body axis w.r.t the earth �xed axis, and 3 components of the position of the airplane w.r.t the earth
�xed axis. The rigid body 6 degrees of freedom (6-DOF) set of equations of motion is made up of two
groups of equations, the Dynamics equations, and the Kinematics equations.

The Dynamics equations relating applied forces and moments to the time rate of change of linear and
angular velocities in the body axis.

V̇ =
1
mF − ω × V ω̇ = I −1(H − ω × Iω) (1)

The F = [fx, fy, fz]
T&H = [L, M, N]T are the vectors representing the total forces and moments acting

on the airplane due to aerodynamic, thrust, and gravity effects which should be calculated from another
set of equations then substituted in Eq. (1). V = [u, v, w]T&ω = [p, q, r]T are the linear and angular
velocity vectors in the body axis, m is the airplane's mass and I is the inertia tensor.

The Kinematics equations, Eq. (2), relate the velocity and angular rates vectors V&ω in the body axis to
the velocity and Euler angles' rates in the inertial frame of reference which describes the orientation of the
airplane in the 3-dimensional space. Integrating them yields the position and attitude of the airplane w.r.t
the inertial axis.
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Ṗ = R1V Ȧ = R2ω (2)

Where P = [x, y, z]T& A = [φ, θ, ψ]T are the position vector w.r.t the inertial frame of reference and the
attitude of the airplane described by the Euler angles, R1&R2 are the transformation matrices used in
Eq. (2) which are functions of the Euler angles as expressed in Eq. (3)

R1 =

CθCψ SφSθCψ − CφSψ CφSθCψ − SφSψ
CθSψ SφSθSψ + CφCψ CφSθSψ − SφCψ
−Sθ SφCθ CφCθ

R2 =
1 sinφtanθ cosφtanθ
0 cosφ −sinφ
0 sinφsecθ cosφsecθ

3

Where Cθ, Sφ are short-hand appreviations of cosθ, sinφ and so on.

Eqs. (1) & (2) are the 12 ordinary differential equations describing the change of the 12 states of motion 
x(t) = [V, ω, A, P]T in response to applied forces and moments on the airplane. The system of
equations of motion is solved numerically for the values of the states vector x at each time step, Runge-
Kutta 4th order numerical integration method [12] was used in our simulations.

The total force acting on the airplane is the summation of the aerodynamic, gravity, and thrust forces as
given in Eq. (4). The total moments are due to aerodynamics and thrust only assuming the body axis
origin is located at the center of gravity CG.

F = fa + ft + fg
H = ha + ht

4

The gravity forces acting on the airplane are function of the airplanes’ mass m, gravitational acceleration
g, pitch angle θ, roll angle φ and is given in Eq. (5)

Fg = mg
−sinθ

cosθsinφ
cosθcosφ

5

[ ]
[ ]

[ ]
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The aerodynamic and thrust forces and moments can be calculated as the summation of the
contributions of the �xed-wing and the multi-rotor airframes. The aerodynamic and thrust forces and
moments of the �xed-wing and the quadrotor are calculated separately and summed together to �nd the
total forces and moments acting on the VTOL UAV, the aerodynamic interaction between the rotors and
the �xed-wing airframe is neglected in this study, similar to other earlier studies in the literature [3–4, 10].
For dual-system VTOL UAVs there were no data or mathematical models yet available that allows for
calculating the aerodynamic forces and moments of the whole airplane accounting for the aerodynamic
effect of the operation of the vertical rotor on the �xed-wing airframe. The dual-system airplane
considered in our simulations is the (Aerosonde HQ VTOL UAV built by Textron systems) which is created
by augmenting the �xed-wing Aerosonde UAV with 4 vertical rotors to gain the VTOL capabilities.

2.1 Fixed-wing Airframe Model
Porchazka et al [7] performed computational �uid dynamics CFD simulations to estimate the
aerodynamic derivatives of the Aerosonde HQ UAV at a certain �ight speed and certain running speed of
the vertical rotors, however, the derivatives calculated cannot be used through the whole �ight envelope
with different rotational speeds of the vertical rotors. The mass and inertia parameters in of the
Aerosonde HQ UAV calculated in [7] were used in our study with the aerodynamic derivatives of the �xed-
wing Aerosonde UAV supplied in [11].

The thrust force ftfw
 from the �xed-wing airframe is given in Eq. (6) as follows

ftfw
=

1
2ρSpropCprop

Kmotorδt
2 − Vt

2

0
0

6

Where ρ is the ambient air density, δt ∈ [0,1] is the throttle input signal to the forward thrust propeller.
Other parameters describing the motor and the propeller are supplied in [11]. The aerodynamic forces and
moments from the �xed-wing airframe are given as a function of the airplane's �ow conditions,
derivatives, and geometric parameters in addition to the control surfaces inputs as in Eq. (7).

[ ( ) ]
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Flift =
1
2ρV2

t SCL α, q, δe

Fdrag  =
1
2ρV2

t SCD α, q, δe

Fside =
1
2ρV2

t SCY β, p, r, δa, δr

L =
1
2ρV2

t SbCl β, p, r, δa, δr

M =
1
2ρV2

t S
−
c Cm α, q, δe

N =
1
2ρV2

t SbCn β, p, r, δa, δr

7

Where δa, δe, δr are the aileron, elevator, and rudder de�ections respectively and S, c, b are the wing's
area, chord, and span, respectively. All control surfaces de�ections are under the limits 
−25 ∘ ≤ δi ≤ 25 ∘ . [11] includes values of all required coe�cients and the parameters needed to
calculate the lift and drag coe�cients at wide range of angles of attack including pre and post stall
angles of attack. The aerodynamic lift and drag forces are transformed to the body axis as in Eq. (8)

fafw
=

cosα 0 −sinα
0 1 0

sinα 0 cosα

−Fdrag
Fside
−Flift

8

The �xed-wing airframe contribution to the moments due to thrust is zero assuming thrust line coincides
with the airplane's x-axis, thus the aerodynamic moments is as in Eq. (9)

hafw
= L M N T htfw

= 0 0 0 T (9)

2.2 Quadcopter Airframe Model
Quadcopter airframe contributes to the forces and moments exerted on the airplane by the thrust forces
of each of the vertical rotors and the moment generated by them due to the rotors’ position relative to the
center of gravity (CG) [13]. The thrust T and torque τ created by the ith rotor is given by Eq. (10)

Ti = KTωi
2 τi = KDωi

2 (10)

Where KT&KD are the coe�cients relating the thrust and torque of a rotor, to its propellers rotational
speed ω, as they vary according to the brushless motor used and the propeller, those coe�cients are

( )
( )

( )
( )

( )
( )

[ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ]
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determined experimentally.

Each two opposite rotors have the same rotation directions opposite to the other pair of rotors, the
attitude of the vehicle (roll, pitch, and yaw) can be changed by changing the rotation speeds of the rotors.
The total thrust and moments exerted by the rotors are given as a function of the rotors’ rotational speeds
as in Eq. (11) [13]

T
τφ
τθ
τψ

=

KT KT KT KT
−KTdy −KTdy KTdy KTdy
KTdx −KTdx −KTdx KTdx
KD −KD KD −KD

ω1
2

ω2
2

ω3
2

ω4
2

11

The parameters dx&dy are the relative positions of the vertical rotors w.r.t the airplane CG and are
supplied in [7]. The coe�cients KT&KD of the quad-rotor system of the Aerosonde HQ UAV are not
available, however, experimental data of the multi-rotor system of a VTOL UAV with similar mass and size
[14] were used in our simulations. The aerodynamic contribution of the quadcopter system is neglected,
the contributions of the quad are given in Eq. (12)

ftquad
= 0 0 −T T htquad 

= τφ τθ τψ T faquad 
= haquad

= 0 0 0 T (12)

The values of total forces & moments acting on the airplane are obtained by adding the contribution of
the �xed-wing airframe, calculated from Eq. (6), (8), and (9), and the quadcopter airframe's contribution,
calculated from Eq. (12), in addition to the gravity forces of Eq. (5).

2.3 Dual-system VTOL UAV Model
Adding the �xed-wing and quadcopter contributions to �nd the total forces and moments acting on the
airplane we obtain a multi-input multi-output (MIMO) dynamic system describing the UAVs �ight motion.

The inputs are δa δe δr δt Ω1 Ω2 Ω3 Ω4  where Ωi = ωi
2, the 12 states are 

V ω A P , and the outputs are selected to be the total velocity, angles of attack and sideslip, and

climb angle Vt α β γ  .

The redundancy/over-actuation property of the model appears clearly at this point, for example, a
pitching motion can be obtained through the �xed-wing airframe contribution by de�ecting the elevator or
through the quadcopter airframe contribution by changing the rotational speeds of the forward or

[ ] [ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ] [ ]

[ ]
[ ]

[ ]
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backward rotors. The same principle applies to other degrees of freedom like roll, pitch, and acceleration
along the z-axis.

A simulation model was created in the Simulink/MATLAB environment to simulate the open-loop
response of the dual-system VTOL UAV to its inputs. The model was trimmed at different �ight speeds
using the Linearization toolbox in Simulink to �nd the equilibrium values for all the inputs and states for
a steady-level �ight at the stall and above-stall speeds. Table 1 contains the trim points of the VTOL UAV
including the trim control actions of elevator and thrust at different �ight speeds and angles of attack.
Those trim points are used for validation of the performance of the closed-loop system after applying the
controller and the control allocation module. It was observed that the control allocation module designed
commands the exact trim values of the inputs according to the desired �ight speed at the steady-state
condition as will be illustrated in the results section.

Table 1
Trim points of steady-level cruising �ight at

different �ight speeds
Vt (m/sec) α (rad) δe (rad) δt

18 0.27605 -0.25656 0.24879

20 0.20948 -0.20596 0.27225

25 0.10629 -0.12754 0.33450

30 0.04987 -0.08466 0.39891

33 0.02757 -0.06771 0.43800

35 0.01577 -0.05874 0.46417

40 -0.00638 -0.041908 0.5298

3 Flight Control System Architecture
The �ight control system is made up of 2 modules, the controller module and the control allocation
module as shown in Fig. 1. The controller’s task is to calculate the desired accelerations at each time step
through the whole mission from takeoff to landing to �y the airplane along the desired trajectory. The
control allocation module receives the commanded accelerations by the controller to calculate the actual
control action of all the control surfaces and rotors of the airplane. As the system is over-actuated, there
exist multiple combinations of the control actions that achieve a commanded set of accelerations. The
control allocation module designed in this study is based on optimization methods [15] such that it
calculates the optimum combination of controls that achieves the desired acceleration with admissible
controls i.e., controls are within their saturation limits, and with minimum control actions commanded
which means minimum energy consumption by rotors and control surfaces actuators.
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3.1 Controller Module
The controller module calculates the desired accelerations ṗ, q̇, ṙ, az des

 from the commanded values

of the states and their actual feedback values. The successive loop closure method [11] with classical
PID controllers [16] are used to design the controller module in this study. The controller module consists
of 2 separate controllers, a VTOL controller for the vertical takeoff & landing and the back transition
phases and a cruise controller for the forward transition and cruise phases. Switching between the 2
controllers occurs according to the current phase of �ight, such that only one controller is active at a time,
the calculated acceleration commands of the running controller are used by the control allocator to
calculate the control actions of the control surfaces and rotors. The VTOL & cruise controllers calculate 

p, q, r, az des
, the regulator block shown in Fig. 2 calculates the desired angular accelerations 

ṗ, q̇, ṙ des from the angular rates using additional feedback control loops and PID controls. The
calculated accelerations are the desired closed loop dynamics that are passed to the control allocator.
The proposed technique in this study differs from the current state of the art where 2 separate controllers
(quadcopter controller to command the vertical rotors only & �xed-wing controller to command the control
surfaces only) are running simultaneously during the transition phase which is the only phase where the
vertical rotors and the control surfaces are used all together to control the aircraft, other phases (vertical
takeoff & landing, cruise) employ only one of the 2 mentioned controllers having only the control surfaces
active during the cruise making the rotors dead weight on the airplane [4–6, 17].

Figure 3 represents a �owchart of the controller module logic and how each of desired accelerations
commands are calculated by the successive loop closure method during every �ight phase during the
fault and fault-free cases.

3.1.1. VTOL Controller
The VTOL controller (for vertical takeoff & landing and back transition) is very similar to traditional
quadcopter’s controllers as the airplane is considered as a quadcopter during this phase.

The acceleration along the z-direction command is calculated from the error in the altitude as Eq. (13)

eh = hcom  − h azcom
= Kpeh + KI∫ehdt + Kd

deh
dt  Kp = 3 KI = 0 Kd = 3  (13)

The pitch & roll accelerations’ commands pcom, qcom are calculated in a similar way from the error
between the desired angles of pitch and roll and their feedback values. Calculation of roll rate command
is shown and the pitch rate command is calculated similarly as in Eq. (14)

eφ = φcom  − φ pcom = Kpeφ + KI∫eφdt + Kd
deφ
dt  (14)

( )

( )
( )
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The PID gains in (13) are used for remaining control loops in the VTOL controller. The desired pitch & roll
angles are calculated in an outer loop based on the error between the body axis velocity components 
(u, v) and their desired value which is zero. In this way, the airplane is kept from moving along X or Y
directions during hovering and VTOL phases and also during the back transition phase (from cruise to
hover) the airplane is made to decelerate until the velocity components (u, v) become zero which is
needed to reach the hover condition. Calculation of the pitch angle command is shown as follows and
roll angle command is calculated in Eq. (15) similarly.

eu = − u θcom = Kpeu + KI∫eudt + Kd
deu
dt  (15)

The yaw acceleration command is calculated from the error between the desired yaw angle and the
forward thrust is set to zero during those phases.

3.1.2. Cruise controller
The Cruise controller (for cruise and forward transition) resembles the �xed-wing airplane’s autopilots [18]
that performs steady-level coordinated turns it only differs in the addition of the acceleration along the z-
direction to the calculated commands.

The acceleration along the z-direction command from the desired vertical thrust is calculated as the
difference between the weight component along the z-direction and the aerodynamic force along the z-
direction by Eq. (16). Thus, the vertical thrust is used with the aerodynamic forces to balance the weight,
performing transition with no altitude loss as in [19] and enabling coordinated turns at higher bank
angles which resulted in reduced turn radii.

azcom
=

1
m(Z + mgcosθcosφ)

16

The pitch rate command is calculated from the error between the desired pitch rate and its feedback
value, an outer loop calculates the desired pitch rate from the error in pitch angle which is set to be the
desired climb angle γ calculated from the error in altitude to achieve altitude hold.

The roll acceleration command is calculated from the error between the desired roll rate and its feedback
value, an outer loop calculates the desired roll rate as the error between the desired roll angle and its
feedback value, the desired roll angle is set to be the needed bank angle to achieve coordination [18]
which depends on the �ight speed and desired yaw rate as in Eq. (17)

φ =
Vt
g ψ̇

17
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The yaw acceleration command is calculated by the yaw damper loop [18]. The forward thrust is
calculated by a separate velocity hold control loop.

3.2 Control Allocation Module
The control allocator (CA) module calculates the actual commands of all the control surfaces and vertical

rotors based on the desired accelerations ṗ, q̇, ṙ, az des
 calculated by the controller module. Given a

set of desired rotational accelerations it can be achieved using the vertical rotors only or the control
surfaces only or using them altogether, this phenomenon is called over-actuation. Control allocation
solves the over-actuation problem by calculating the combination of control actions that achieve the
desired accelerations taking into consideration the limits constraints on each of them [20]. Various
techniques of control allocation are presented in [20] and the linear programming technique was selected
for our CA design. The designed CA can achieve the desired acceleration maximally with admissible
control actions and with minimizing the energy consumption by minimizing the control actions
magnitudes.

The control allocation problem statement is given as follows. Our UAV dynamics derived in section 2 can
be casted as in Eq. (18)

ẋ = f(x) + Bu

18

Given the effectiveness matrix B and current states x �nd the control action U to achieve the desired
dynamics ẋdes such that ul < u < uu where ul&uu are the lower and upper bounds of the control
actions vector. The nominal acceleration is de�ned as in Eq. (19)

ẋnom = f(x)

19

Where ẋnom is considered the nominal accelerations obtained when applying nominal controls unom = 0
at current states x. The nominal accelerations and the effectiveness matrix are calculated at each time
instant as they depend on the current states by the onboard model (OBM) as shown in section 3.3.

The desired acceleration passed to the CA is the difference between the desired acceleration and the
nominal acceleration vectors as in Eq. (20)

mdes = ẋdes − ẋnom = BUcom

20

The linear program to be solved by the CA is given by Eq. (21)

( )
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J = Jfeas + ϵJsuff min
u,λ

J(u,λ) =  − λ + ϵ‖Wu(u − up)‖1 Such thatBu = λmdes ul ≤ u ≤ uu

0 ≤ λ ≤ 1(21)

The term λ guarantees that the desired accelerations vector mdes is achieved maximally, and norm 1 is
selected to keep the cost function linear. The ϵ is a tuning parameter indicating the weighting of the
minimizing of the control actions objective w.r.t achieving the desired accelerations vector objective. The
vector Wu represents the weight given to control actions usage, for example, the higher the weight given
to the elevator the less it is used. u is a 7x1 vector containing the 3 control surfaces de�ections and the 4
input signals of the vertical rotors. The limits on ul&uuused in our simulations are given in Eq. (22), up is
a constant supplied to the CA with the remaining parameters that represents the preferred controls setting
vector which the CA minimizes the deviation of the solution vector u from it

u = δa δe δr Ω1 Ω2 Ω3 Ω4 T

ul = −25 ∘ −25 ∘ −25 ∘ 0 0 0 0 T

uu = 25 ∘ 25 ∘ 25 ∘ 1 1 1 1 T

22

Casting the CA linear program into the standard linear programming problem form, Eq. (23), is an
essential step to allow the application of the solving algorithms to it and writing the embedded code that
implements the algorithm solving the problem as apart of the �ight control system software.

min
x

J(x) = CTx Such thatAx = bx ≥ 0(23)

The �nal form of the proposed CA program in Eq. (21) in the standard form is introduced here after
adding the slack variables and manipulationg the constraints equations to arrive to the �nal satnadard
form. The elements of our CA program in the standard form are given in Eq. (24)

[ ]
[ ]

[ ]
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x =

u +

u −

λ
u +

slack

u −
slack

λslack

 CT = ϵWu
T ϵWu

T −1 0 ( 2n+1) ∗ 1

A =

B −B −mdes 
0n 0n 1

0n 0n 0n∗ 1

0n 0n 1
In 0n 0n∗ 1

0n In 0n∗ 1

In 0n 0n∗ 1

0 In 0n∗ 1

 b =

−Bup
1

uu − up
up − ul

 (24)

Where u which is the �nal control actions is replaced as shown in Eq. (25).

u = up + u + − u −

25

The linear program is solved using the interior-point method predictor-corrector algorithm [21] where the
interior point method has been proven to be more e�cient than the well-known simplex method for this
type of problem [22]. In cases of fault existence, the command of the acceleration along z-direction is
dropped down and only the 3 rotational accelerations are passed to the control allocator. The fault
detection and isolation (FDI) design is not in the scope of this study thus it is assumed that once faults
happen they are detected, which is done in similar studies [7–9].

3.3 Onboard Model (OBM)
The rule of the onboard model is to supply the control allocator with the effectiveness matrix B, the upper
and lower limits of the control actions Uu&Ul, the term ϵ, the weighting vector Wu, and the nominal

accelerations term ẋnom.

The nominal accelerations and the effectiveness matrix are calculated at each time instant during �ight
from and their values are passed to the control allocator module. Comparing Eqs. (1) & (2) to Eq. (18) B
can be calculated as in Eqs. (26) & (27)

[ ] [ ]

[ ] [ ]
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B =
I −1Bfw I −1Bquad 

01× 3
−1
m KT 1 1 1 1

26

Where Bfw & Bfw are given as follows

Bfw = Q∞S

CLδa
0 CLδr

0 Cmδe
0

Cnδa
0 Cnδr

 Bquad  =

−KTdy −KTdy KTdy KTdy
KTdx −KTdx −KTdx KTdx
KD −KD KD −KD

 (27)

The nominal accelerations is calculated from Eq. (18) with setting all controls to zero. In cases of fault
existence, the corresponding vector to the faulty controls in the effectiveness matrix B is set to zeros. The
control allocator uses the healthy controls only, which are affecting the cost function, as will be shown in
the results section.

4 Results
Animations of the following results can be found through this link1.

4.1 Fault-tolerance test
The fault-free test case represents a complete mission from takeoff to landing with no faults encountered
through the �ight. This mission represents the baseline for comparison with the fault cases. The mission
goes as follows

Vertical takeoff to altitude (50 m)

Forward transition at constant altitude ending to a cruise condition of �ight speed (Vt = 25m/sec)

Cruise at altitude (70 m) & �ight speed (Vt = 33 m/sec)

Loiter forming 2 circles, steady level coordinated turning at constant speed

Cruise at altitude (70 m) & �ight speed (Vt = 33 m/sec)

Back transition to hover condition

Vertical landing

The fault scenario tested represents performing the same mission but with total loss of effectiveness of
all control surfaces occurring during the �ight having them locked at the zero-de�ection position except

[ [ ] ]

[ ] [ ]
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the elevator which is jammed at an arbitrary angle. Comparison of the fault and fault-free scenarios are
shown from Fig. 4 to Fig. 9.

Figure 4 shows the 3-dimensional �ight trajectory of the dual-system VTOL UAV performing the required
mission, including the following phases (vertical takeoff – hover – forward transition – cruise – loiter –
backward transition – vertical landing) and compares the 3-dimensional �ight trajectory in fault and
fault-free cases. It can be seen that the transition was performed with no altitude loss. The �ight control
system performs the intended mission with all the desired maneuvers using the vertical rotors with the
forward thrust, until landing the airplane safely. The back transition phase was the most affected one by
the elevator jamming, however the control system employed the rotors to overcome that in�uence and
decelerate the airplane to hover while keeping the altitude as shown in Fig. 5. Completing such a mission
under this severe fault scenario is an ability that the dual-system VTOL UAV inherently possess but only
revealed by the �ight control system used. This could not be achieved by available control system
architectures [3–6] that does not employ the redundancy of the controls and landing without completing
the intended mission would be the mere solution under such faults.

Figure 5 shows the altitude and velocity responses in fault and fault-free cases compared to their desired
trajectories. The time instant of fault occurrence (t = 40 sec) is indicated in the �gure. It can be seen that
altitude and velocity hold were performed during all the phases including the loiter, forward and backward
transitions.

Figure 6 shows the Euler angles, the pitch angle is compared against the trim values. Their agreement
indicates that the control system employs the controls correctly such that gravity forces with the
aerodynamic forces and moments are all balanced during cruise condition with no use of thrust from the
vertical rotors which extends the endurance of the airplane. The pitch angle θ is plotted against the
predicted trim value θtrim of each �ight phase according to the commanded �ight speed of each phase as
a check. It is seen that the control allocator did not command any undesired control actions that could
cause rolling or yawing of the airplane during the symmetric �ight conditions, and only banking occurred
during the loiter phase. At the time instant of fault occurrence, the pitch angle dropped suddenly due to
the locking of the elevator at the zero-de�ection position, however, the pitch angle was driven to its trim
value by the action of the rotors which were employed by the control system to trim the airplane instead
of the elevator and also performed the loiter maneuver exactly like the fault-free case instead of the
ailerons and the rudder.

Figure 7 & Fig. 8 show the control surfaces and the forward thrust commands. The merits of the control
allocation appear here clearly, all the control actions commanded are within their allowable magnitudes
and due to its optimizing behavior the CA uses the healthy controls wisely to respond to the controller's
commands. As a validation, the trim values of the thrust and elevator commands of each �ight condition
were plotted along with the values commanded by the allocator. All the commanded control actions are
within their limits, and it can be seen that the control allocator commands the correct trim commands at
the steady-state in the fault-free case. In the fault existence case, all the control surfaces were locked
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after the fault happens. Rudder and ailerons were not used during the loitering and the elevator was not
locked at the trim conditions, however, the control system relied on the rotors to perform the role of the
control surfaces to trim the airplane and perform the loitering.

Figure 9 shows the control actions of the vertical rotors whose limits are (0,1). In the fault-free case, the
rotors help the control surfaces during the transient periods only to perform the desired maneuver. The
rotors’ commands go to zero at the steady-state period of the cruise phases i.e., the control system does
not use the rotors to trim the airplane as the aerodynamic lift is su�cient to carry the weight and the
elevator only can trim the airplane with no rotors usage, thus reducing the power consumption and
extending the airplane’s endurance. In the fault existence scenario, the rotors were used after the fault
occurrence to trim the airplane longitudinally instead of the elevators and during loiter the rotors were
used to make the rule of the rudder and ailerons in addition to the trimming of the airplane instead of the
elevator.

4.2 Maneuverability Enhancement
The following results show the effect of the proposed �ight control system in enhancing the
maneuverability of the dual-system VOTL UAVs by reducing the steady level turn radius, as the proposed
design employs the vertical rotors with the control surfaces during the cruise phase. To emphasize the
enhancement, the designed control system was replaced by a �ight control system employing the control
surfaces only, and both were used to perform steady level turning at the same �ight speed. The bank
angle to perform a coordinated turn is given by Eq. (17). The turn radius of a turn can be calculated by
Eq. (28) [18].

R =
V2

gtanφ

28
As the turn rate ψ̇ increases the turn radius R reduces until a minimum turn radius is achieved. For an
airplane to turn at a constant altitude the lift force should be increased such that the vertical component
of the lift equalizes the weight, the lift is increased by de�ecting the elevator and thus increasing the
angle of attack and pitch angle which may cause advanced stall at the same �ight speed. However, the
dual-system VTOL UAV can turn at higher bank angles, hence reducing the minimum turn radius, by
adding the vertical thrust from the rotors to the aerodynamic lift to balance the weight.

The designed �ight control system introduced in section 3 which uses the rotors with the control surfaces
proved to minimize the turn radius of the VTOL UAV compared to the minimum turn radius that can be
achieved using the control surfaces only. Reducing the turn radius of steady level turns is a great ability
of the dual-system VTOL UAV which was revealed by the �ight control system design proposed in this
study which employed the vertical rotors with the control surfaces during this maneuver rather than
having them as dead weights on the airplane.
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Figure 10 shows the �ight trajectory of the same airplane loitering at the same �ight speed. The blue
trajectory is obtained by employing the control surfaces only with the vertical rotors shut off, which is the
case of the traditional control systems found in the literature [7–9], and the red trajectory is for the same
airplane but with the �ight control system proposed in this study.

The �gure shows the reduced turn radius that can be achieved employing our design which utilizes the
rotors with the control surfaces. Figure 11 shows the top view of the trajectory, the �ight speed was
25m/sec approximately 38% reduction in the turn radius was achieved.

Table 2 shows a comparison between all the turn parameters in both cases. Case 1 control surfaces are
only used, and case 2 control surfaces and rotors are used together.

Table 2
Turn maneuver parameters acheived

Symbol Quantity Case 1

Control Surfaces

 

Case 2

Control Surfaces + Rotors

 

R Turn Radius (m) 55.46 34.25

ψ̇ Turn Rate (deg/sec) 25.83 41.82

φ Bank angle (deg) 50.92 63.65

α Angle of attack (deg) 11.52 10

θ Pitch angle (deg) 8.381 6.195

Figure 12 shows the Euler angles for both cases, the same change in heading angle ψ was achieved but
achieved faster in case 2 due to higher turn rate achieved hence the loiter in case 2 �nished earlier than
case 1, also higher bank angle φ is achieved in case 2. It is also seen that in case 2 the pitch angle θ was
the same as its trim value, i.e., the aerodynamic lift was not increased, and the vertical rotors thrust was
used to increase the total lifting force of the vehicle to balance the weight and achieve the altitude hold.

In the other case of using the control surfaces only, the pitch angle was increased by the controller to
increase the aerodynamic lift to balance the weight and achieve the altitude hold which resulted in
banking with lower bank angle and turn rate and with greater turn radius.

Another maneuver shown below to exhibit the maneuverability abilities of the hybrid VTOL UAV, called the
escape maneuver. In this maneuver the aircraft is required to perform a steady-level sudden sharp turn.
The maneuver is performed by 3 techniques as follows:

Using the control surfaces only

Using vertical rotors with the control surfaces
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Making back transition then changing heading while hovering then making forward transition and
recovering the �ight speed

Figure 13 shows the top view of the maneuver. It can be seen that in case 2 a sharper turn was achieved
than in case 1, and in case 3 the tightest turn was achieved.

Figure 14 shows the altitude and velocity responses in the 3 cases. Altitude hold was achieved in the 3
cases, however the disturbance in the attitude in case 2 was the most signi�cant. The deceleration and
acceleration action in case 3 can be seen.

[1] https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL1YGQ3yUkoJkOFJc8ZOOT397QB_D6Wd7i 

5 Discussion And Conclusion
This paper proposes a new architecture for the �ight control system design of dual-system VTOL UAVs. It
was the main purpose of the paper to draw attention to the reliability of this con�guration of VTOL UAVs
and the advantages gained when the �ight control system technique of such con�guration is modi�ed
such that the controls’ redundancy of this vehicle is employed through all phases of �ight turning the
drawback of such con�guration to palpable strengths.

We have addressed not only the fault-tolerance ability of the new �ight-control system but also
maneuverability enhancement achieved which was emphasized by reducing the minimum turn radius of
the airplane by 38% which would increase the use of this con�guration in a variety of applications such
as surveillance and aerial photography. To our knowledge, this is the �rst study to present a �ight control
system for dual-system VTOL UAVs that performs the full �ight mission from takeoff to landing utilizing
the redundancy of the controls through all the phases to handle severe fault scenarios and enhance the
maneuverability of the airplane.

In conclusion, this study has shown the necessity of employing the vertical rotors with the control
surfaces of dual-system VTOL UAVs during all �ight phases which was achieved in this study using the
control allocation technique which revealed the reliability of this airplane. One question still needed to be
targeted is how to model the aerodynamic interaction between the vertical spinning rotors and the
airframe. Little research has targeted this problem so far [7, 23] but no complete model for this interaction
at all �ight speeds and rotational speeds for the vertical rotors has been yet presented. Based on the
promising �ndings presented in this paper, work on the remaining issues is continuing and will be
presented in future papers. The next stage of our research will be experimental validation of the proposed
control system design by performing several �ight tests to test the fault and fault-free scenarios, the
proposed �ight control system modeled in Simulink will be deployed on the px4 �ight management unit
[5] and a series of wind tunnel tests will be conducted to estimate the stability and control derivatives to
include the effect of the spinning rotors.
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Figures

Figure 1

Dual-system (hybrid) VTOL UAV
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Figure 2

Control system layout

Figure 3

Flowchart representing the control loops employed by the VTOL & cruise controllers
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Figure 4

Flight trajectory of VTOL UAV in fault and fault-free cases
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Figure 5

Altitude & velocity responses in fault and fault-free cases
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Figure 6

Euler angles responses, pitch angle compared to its trim value according to �ight speed
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Figure 7

Aileron & rudder de�ections in fault and fault-free cases
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Figure 8

Elevator & thrust commands, elevator compared to its trim values at each �ight speed
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Figure 9

Vertical rotors commands
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Figure 10

Loitering �ight trajectory using control surfaces only compared to using vertical rotors with the control
surfaces
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Figure 11

Top view of the loitering maneuvers
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Figure 12

Euler angles responses in the loitering maneuvers
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Figure 13

Top view of the escape maneuver performed by 3 techniques
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Figure 14

Altitude & velocity response of the escape maneuver


